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Source: ftp://sidads.colorado.edu/DATASETS/NOAA/G02135/north/monthly/images/
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More snow

More snow
Eurasian colder winters
Linear relationship between reduced
September Arctic sea-ice and February
temperature
Linear relationship between reduced Autumn
Arctic sea-ice and winter snow cover
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Sea-ice loss
The difference in these findings could be due to:
1.the particular nature of the boundary forcing pattern
(HadSST vs. NSIDC);
2.the ability to capture the realistic exchanges of
troposphere–stratosphere wave energy.

Arctic warming

Linear relationship between reduced winter Arctic sea-ice and
winter surface temperature from Atmosphere-only global climate model

No cooling
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• In spite of great eﬀort devoted to understanding the Arc=cmidla&tude linkages, the scien=ﬁc community seem to have more
controversies on this topic instead of converging on answers in
recent years.
• Such intense debates from the scien=ﬁc community easily lead the
public to be confused on the research on the Arc=c changes.
• With a focus on the Arc&c regions, we analyze the lead/lag
rela=onships between:
1.
2.

Arc=c sea ice extent and
high-la=tude atmospheric temperatures and circula=on

Aim to support the point that the Arc=c sea ice DOES exhibit pronounced
poten=al predictability of the atmospheric circula=on and temperature in
the Arc=c/high la=tudes.
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Lead/lag correla=ons between deseasonalized and detrended
Arc=c SIE and
• Arc=c averaged SIE, surface temperature, 500-hPa
temperature
• Spa=al atmospheric temperature over the Arc=c
• Zonally-averaged mid- and high-la=tude atmospheric
temperature and zonal wind
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p Autocorrela&on of the
Arc=c SIE =me series.
p Arc=c SIE anomalies show at
least one month signiﬁcant
memory throughout the
year
p SIE anomalies exhibit
con=nuous signiﬁcant
memory at posi=ve lags up
to 9 months midsummer
p SIE anomalies exhibit
reemergence at least 12
months into the future
during the growth season
months of January and
February
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p Lead/lag correla&on of (inverted)
Arc=c SIE with Arc=c T2m.
p Periods of anomalously low SIE
are preceded by anomalously
warm surface condi=ons during
most =mes of year
p Summer SIE anomalies exhibit
robust and persistent correla=ons
with Arc=c surface temperatures
at posi=ve lags of up to 4 months,
even stronger than that
associated with September SIE
p The temperature anomalies linked
to midsummer SIE are largest at
the surface but also extend to the
middle troposphere
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Arctic SIE (inverted) & Arctic T2m

Arctic SIE (inverted) & Arctic T500hPa
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CMIP5 SIC

Strong persistence

p Regressions of inverted July-mean
Arc=c SIE with the subsequent
months’ SIC
p In July, anomalously low SIC
anomalies emerge over the Barents,
Kara, and Laptev seas;
p The regions of sta=s=cally
signiﬁcantly low SIC grow through
summer and expand drama=cally
into the Chukchi and Beaufort seas in
August, September, and October
p The spa=al pa^erns of the SIC
anomalies from CMIP5 outputs bear
strong resemblance to the
observa=ons at all lags
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p Lead/lag regressions between inverted July-mean
Arc=c SIE and monthly-mean zonally-averaged
temperature & zonal wind from May to October
p Midsummers characterized by low sea-ice
condi=ons are preceded by posi=ve tropospheric
temperature anomalies across high la=tudes from
May to June;
p In July and August, robust warm anomalies
extend from the surface into the upper
troposphere
p Arc=c temperature anomalies associated with
July Arc=c SIE are signiﬁcant through September
but conﬁned to the surface into October
p The posi=ve temperature anomalies during
August and September are associated with
easterly wind anomalies of ~0.4−0.8 m s-1
centered at ~70ºN
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p Correla&on of daily air temperature
averaged over the Arc=c (North of
65.0°N) from 1 May to 31 October
(with 10-day low-pass ﬁltered) with
the inverted =me series of Julymean Arc=c SIE;
p Signiﬁcant warm anomalies precede
low sea-ice condi=ons in
midsummer;
p In September, signiﬁcant
correla=ons extend from the surface
into the free troposphere, indica=ng
the poten=al inﬂuence of Arc=c sea
ice on atmosphere aloj.
p Conﬁned to near-surface in October
The above results indicate that the midsummer Arctic SIE anomalies offer
potential predictive skills for the Arctic tropospheric temperature from
August to September and near-surface temperature in October.
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p Sta=s=cal correla=ons cannot induce a direct causal rela=onship
p Model simula=ons were used to conﬁrm the eﬀect of Arc=c sea
ice on the Arc=c atmosphere
Prediction from Arctic Predictability and Prediction on Seasonal to Interannual Timescales (APPOSITE) project– to test the importance of
initialization from midsummer.
pLong (multiple century) control experiments are run on a series of coupled
ocean-atmosphere-sea-ice general circulation models (GCMs).
pThe control simulations are then used as a baseline for assessing
predictability in a series of initial-value (ini1alized on July 1) experiments run on
the same models (i.e., the model predictions are verified against the
respective model controls; the so-called "perfect model" approach).
pFor the prediction experiments, between 8–12 individual years (the exact
number varies from model to model) are chosen from the control simulation
as start years for ensemble predictions.
pThe predictability of various climate variables is then assessed using
anomaly correlation coefficients (ACC).
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p The anomaly correla=on coeﬃcient for
Arc=c-mean (north of 65°N) air
temperature (ini1alized on July 1)
derived from one model from the
APPOSITE project;
p Arc=c-mean air temperature exhibits
persistent poten=al predictability from
midsummer through autumn;
p The poten=al predictability of Arc=c
middle/upper tropospheric air
temperature is higher in August and
September than it is in October.
p APPOSITE project are consistent with
our interpreta=on that midsummer
condi=ons over the Arc=c lead to
predic=ve skill over the Arc=c basin
well into the autumn months
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Shaded values indicate levels and months
where coupled GCMs initialized July 1
exhibit significant predictive skill
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p Sta=s=cal correla=ons cannot induce a direct causal rela=onship
p Model simula=ons were used to conﬁrm the eﬀect of Arc=c sea
ice on the Arc=c atmosphere
Hindcast simulations (1982−2014) from multi-models: to test the force of
Arctic sea-ice on atmosphere
p Simulations that were run with 1) daily and annually varying sea-ice but 2)
daily and annually repeating climatological mean SST
Ø variations in the models from year-to-year are due to either internal
climate variability or changes in the boundary forcing from Arctic sea-ice
anomalies
p Five different Atmospheric General Circulation Models: CAM4, IAP4, IFS,
LMDZOR, and WACCM
p Calculate the correlation between the observed & simulated air
temperature over the Arctic
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May

p Correlation between the
observed & hindcast
zonal-averaged air
temperature in hindcast
simulations
p The simulated Arctic air
temperature is
significantly correlated
with the observed
tropospheric temperature
from May to September,
p but only with surface
temperature in October.
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Arctic

October

40N

Midsummer Arctic sea-ice may offer predictive skill for polar temperature
throughout troposphere into September and at the surface into October.
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p This study demonstrates pronounced predictive skill for
Arctic climate that derives from midsummer Arctic sea-ice
extent anomalies.
p Midsummer Arctic sea-ice is significantly linked to polar
temperature throughout troposphere into September and
at the surface into October.
p Observations and model output indicate that the
predictability of Arctic climate arising from midsummer
extends up to three months.
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Support informations
p Lead/lag regressions between inverted
September-mean Arc=c SIE and monthly-mean
values of zonally-averaged temperature & zonal
wind for the base months
p Previous studies have emphasized the
predictability of NH climate that derives from
September SIE anomalies;
p An important dis=nc=on between our study and
previous work is that the inferred predictability
from midsummer SIE is ~2−3 months (Figures
1−3), whereas that associated with September SIE
anomalies is only ~1 month;
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Figure S3. Correlation coefficients of daily Arctic 500-hPa temperature (TArc500hPa) from
July to October with the July-mean Arctic sea-ice extent (SIE) (red curve) and July-mean
TArc500hPa (blue cure). TArc500hPa is area-averaged over the Arctic (65.0°–90.0°N). The
horizontal dashed line indicates the 95% confidence level. The SIE index is inverted (i.e.,
negative values correspond to reduction of SIE). All data is deseasonalized and detrended.
Shading indicates the time from 1 September to 30 September. Daily data is smoothed with
a 10-day low-pass filter.
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p The anomaly correla=on coeﬃcient for Arc=cmean (north of 65°N) air temperature
(ini1alized on January 1) derived from four
models from the APPOSITE project;
p Similar predic=ve skill is not found for results
ini=alized January 1
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p The anomaly correla=on coeﬃcient for Arc=cmean (north of 65°N) air temperature
(ini1alized on July 1) derived from four models
from the APPOSITE project;
p Arc=c-mean air temperature exhibits
persistent poten=al predictability from
midsummer through autumn;
p The poten=al predictability of Arc=c middle/
upper tropospheric air temperature is higher
in August and September than it is in October.
p APPOSITE project are consistent with our
interpreta=on that midsummer condi=ons
over the Arc=c lead to predic=ve skill over the
Arc=c basin well into the autumn months
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